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Unique, simple approach to the complicated college prep process, from the leading authority in

college admissions.Getting ready for college is a complicated and confusing process — how

do you know when to take the SAT? When do you start applying to schools? What classes

should you be taking to help prepare you for college-level work? Is there anything you should

do before high school?Fiske Countdown to College is a comprehensive collection of simple,

easy-to-use checklists that spell out your road map for each year of high school and make

preparation for college a breeze. There are 28 "to-do" lists for parents and students, ten "don't"

lists, three "top 10" lists, and two glossaries, divided by year, that walk you through high school

to college. Quotes from students, parents, and counselors offer advice and support from

people who've been through all of this before.

Fiske Countdown to College is an easy read; the lists make intimidating tasks simple and

manageable. The students' lists have a warm tone that teens will find relevant, relatable, and

authoritative. The parents' lists relieve anxiety and clarify confusing issues. Overall, the advice

is priceless. This book is essential to any family or student looking toward college. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorEdward B. Fiske is the founder

and editor of the Fiske Guide to Colleges. A former Education Editor of the New York Times,

Fiske is known around the world for his award-winning writing on topics ranging from trends in

American higher education to school reform in Southeast Asia, New Zealand and South

Africa.The guide was established in 1982 when, covering higher education for the Times, Fiske

sensed the need for a publication that would help students and parents navigate the

increasingly complex college admissions scene. The guide, an annual publication, immediately

became a standard part of college admissions literature and it is now the country's best-selling

college guide.Fiske has teamed up with his wife, Helen F. Ladd, a professor at Duke University,

on several major international research projects regarding the development of education in

various countries. Together, they are co-editors of the Handbook of Research in Education

Finance and Policy, the official handbook of the American Education Finance Association.

Fiske's journalistic travels have taken him to more than 60 countries on behalf of the U.S.

Agency for International Development, UNESCO and the Asia Society.Born in Philadelphia,

Fiske graduated from Wesleyan University summa cum laude, and received master's degrees

in theology from Princeton Theological Seminary and in political science from Columbia

University. He is a regular contributor to the International Herald-Tribune. In addition to the New

York Times, his articles and book reviews have appeared in Atlantic Monthly, Chronicle of

Higher Education, Los Angeles Times, and other national publications.A resident of Durham,

North Carolina, Fiske serves on a number of boards of non-profit organizations working for

access to college and international understanding. He is also a founding member of the board

of the Central Park School for Children, a charter school in Durham. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Groupintroduction: fasten your seat beltsWelcome to a unique phase of life: the college search.

It is a time when teenagers are no longer kids but are not quite ready to be full-fledged adults.

Parents, including many who are accustomed to doing things for their teens, must take a step

back. Students, who have always relied on their parents to clear the way, must now step

forward and chart their own path.The transition is easier said than done. Any parent can pay lip

service to the idea that students should take control, but when the chips are down, the urge to

step in and make things right can be overwhelming. On the other hand, students constantly talk

about wanting to be on their own, but as the college search heats up, they often hesitate just

long enough to lure Mom or Dad to come to the rescue. For many students, picking a college

will be the first adult decision they make—and the real beginning of their higher education.The

purpose of this book is to help students to take charge and parents to understand their vital

supporting role. For every crucial phase of the college search, we offer comprehensive to-do

lists to help ease fears and eliminate uncertainty. The lists are written directly to students and/

or parents. Specially marked items highlight the best resources on the internet for the college

search. Perhaps most importantly, the book includes scores of quotations from real students,

parents, and high school counselors who offer the ultimate insider’s perspective on the college

search. Listen carefully to their advice.The college search has its share of stress, but when

things get intense, remember the big picture. It isn’t about getting into Big Name U or carrying

on a family tradition. The college search is about launching a young person on the path to

success and happiness. As long as families stay grounded in this reality, success is

guaranteed.9th gradeCollege seems a world away to most ninth graders. It takes imagination

to picture yourself on a college campus when eleventh and twelfth graders look like giants.

Parents are the ones who see college on the horizon, and they inevitably are the first to focus

on the college search.ParentsGETTING A GOOD STARTIt’s never too early for a parent to

start thinking about the college admission process, as long as you don’t make too big a fuss

about it. Tread lightly and get informed now—before the pressure heats up.•Control Your

AnxietyIf you’re already thinking about college, remember that your son or daughter is still

adjusting to high school. Be gentle. Push too hard and you’ll risk creating an oppositional

dynamic that may last throughout the next four years and beyond.•Help Your Son or Daughter

Make ChoicesSome kids need a nudge to get involved in activities; others need help in

narrowing down their commitments so they can focus on a few. It is better to establish

leadership and distinction in a couple of activities than to dabble in many.•Do a Four-Year

PlanSome schools host an event for eighth graders and their parents to map out plans for high

school. If yours does not, ask for a meeting with the guidance counselor, to include your son or

daughter, to go over expectations for the next four years.•Assess Family FinancesNow is a

great time to begin thinking about how much you can afford. You and your student will face a

menu of possibilities ranging from about $10,000 per year (regional in-state public university) to

more than $75,000 per year (expensive private college). Scholarships and financial aid may

come into play, but be prepared to go without either.•Liquidate Custodial AccountsThis applies

to families who will seek need-based aid, which could include anyone with less than about

$200,000 of annual family income. Putting money in your child’s name gives a tax advantage,

but it is a killer for need-based aid. There are legal ways to spend down custodial accounts on

behalf of your child. Speak to your lawyer or financial advisor to find out how.•Be RealisticYour

son or daughter might not get into your alma mater, but if you were applying today, you might

not either. Don’t sweat it. Today’s world is much more competitive, but there are also a lot more

great colleges today than there were thirty years ago.•Stay in the Loop about SchoolKeep your



ear to the ground for any changes in academic performance. Ninth and tenth grades are

typically the time when students make the lowest grades of their high school careers. A lot of

them still need help getting organized and staying on top of their work.•Help Your Son or

Daughter Think about Summer ActivitiesThe days of going to summer camp—unless it is as a

counselor-in-training—should now be over. Encourage your son or daughter to do something

meaty. Good options include volunteering, shadowing a working professional, or even

becoming a small-scale entrepreneur.•Get InformedYour odds of getting your son or daughter

to read about the college process in ninth grade are slim to none—but that doesn’t mean you

can’t look ahead. For a complete overview of the college process, check out The Fiske Guide

to Getting Into the Right College.•Understand That It’s Not about YouParents tend to assume

that the path they took themselves will also be best for their child. And though parents may

clearly see how their son or daughter is influenced by peers, they often overlook how their own

priorities in the college search may be shaped by the groupthink of their adult friends. Stay

tuned to your student.“Parents who want the best for their kids continue to be overly worried

about ‘name’ schools as opposed to wonderful schools that may be less famous. I see more

and more wonderful kids, unhappy and depressed, about what is a luxury dilemma—which

great college will they attend? It is a sad and worrisome trend.”—SCHOOL COUNSELOR“It

took me a while to figure out that some schools are looking for students and some have more

than they need.”—SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY PARENTParentsLEARN ABOUT HONORS,

AP, AND IB COURSESWelcome to the alphabet soup of advanced-course acronyms. Here’s

what you need to know:•Many schools offer advanced courses with designations such as

“honors” or “gifted and talented” (GAT). You may also see courses labeled “Pre-AP.” If you’re not

sure how your child’s school designates advanced courses, find out.•Beginning in tenth grade

at some schools and more commonly in eleventh and twelfth grades, students can take

College Board Advanced Placement (AP) courses, which follow a prescribed curriculum and

culminate in a nationally administered test graded on a scale of one to five. About fifteen

thousand schools nationwide offer AP courses.•At schools with both honors and AP at the

same grade level, the latter are usually viewed as the most advanced. A much smaller but

growing number of schools offer International Baccalaureate (IB) courses, which also follow a

standard curriculum and are graded on a one to seven scale.•Unlike AP, IB is a unified diploma

program rather than simply a menu of courses. About a thousand schools across the nation

offer IB.•For more information on AP and IB, head to and , respectively.HAVE FUN,

VOLUNTEERHead to for a searchable database of community service and summer

opportunities for students in seventh to twelfth grades. The site also has ideas for students

thinking about a gap year after high school.“Encourage a high school–age child to look at

colleges whenever the opportunity arises, not just in the junior and senior years. It’s difficult to

sort all the information and impressions of different campuses if the visits are concentrated into

a relatively short time span.”—YALE UNIVERSITY PARENT“It was hard to let our son have

control and make decisions we would not make. We weren’t involved other than writing checks

and filling out the FAFSA.”—AMHERST COLLEGE PARENT“I have had parents control the

whole admission process, and there is always resentment on the students’ part.”—SCHOOL

COUNSELORParentsA CASUAL VISIT TO HARVARD?On a vacation to Boston, what harm

can it do to swing by Harvard just to take a look? If your son or daughter is a solid B+ student,

it can do a lot of harm (especially if the Harvard alumni magazine is on your coffee table at

home). Even if your child is the top student in her class, the odds are small that she’ll get in at

a place that accepts about 5 percent of the best and brightest who apply. Don’t saddle a ninth

grader with those expectations. If you want to see Harvard among a sample that includes



Suffolk University, Northeastern, and Boston College, maybe that makes sense, assuming that

you’re not dragging the young one by the scruff of the neck. But if you’re going to stop in at just

one college, which may be a smart move at this early stage, go to Boston University or

Babson. Your goal should be to stimulate interest in college campuses, not feed Ivy-League

pressure.“I should have looked into more small liberal arts colleges since they put an emphasis

on community and individual development.”—UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT

CHAPEL HILL STUDENT“The official tour can be helpful, but a great thing is to go to the

student center and just talk to students.”—LAKE FOREST COLLEGE

STUDENTStudentsCREATING YOUR OWN SMALL BUSINESSIt may seem strange to think

of yourself as a business owner, but the idea is not so far-fetched. Suppose you like to baby-sit:

What about creating a summer camp for younger kids in the neighborhood? Nothing fancy, just

some fun activities that will allow you to take those kids off their parents’ hands for a few hours

each day. You’ll earn some money and be the most popular teen in the neighborhood among

the adult set. Mowing lawns and other outdoor chores are also obvious possibilities. And you

can find a world of additional ideas on the internet. We know a young man who made good

money buying books at yard sales and then selling them on eBay. But making money is less

important than the experience of being in business.“I tell my families that they can start to visit

colleges during the freshman year. If the family is going on vacation, I am more than happy to

advise them on colleges near their destination that are worth visiting. I advise my students to

check out the bulletin boards and newspapers to find out the issues that students are talking

about.”—SCHOOL COUNSELOR“Good grades and high SAT scores are the worst way to get

into those ‘reach’ schools. Excel at something unique and devote your time to that.”—

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME STUDENTStudentsHIGH SCHOOL BEGINSYes, we know

you won’t be going to college for another four years. And no, we’re not crazy. A little thinking

now can pay off big-time later on. Just humor us (and your parents) for a few minutes.•Work

Hard in SchoolYour parents have probably mentioned (once or twice) the importance of getting

good grades. They may be clueless on most things, but they’re right on this. Ninth grade is the

first year that your grades go on your official academic transcript, which is sent to colleges

when you apply.•Plan for Eleventh and Twelfth GradeCollege probably seems far away right

now, but it makes sense for you to be thinking about the next few years of high school. Which

math course will you be taking as a senior? What about science and social studies? Are there

electives that you would like to try? A plan will help you see the big picture and choose the

right classes and activities.•Find a Few ActivitiesThe things you do outside of class can be just

as important as your schoolwork. Think about the activities that you like best. Are there some

that you enjoy more than others? Any new ones you would like to try? With each year of high

school, your life will get busier. It is better to do a few activities well than to try to do

everything.•Think about Your CareerNobody ever really knows what they want to be when they

grow up, but it never hurts to think about it. In the school subject that you like best, ask the

teacher if he or she has any career ideas for you. It also can’t hurt to learn more about what

your parents do for a living, even if you merely find out what you don’t want to do. Keep an eye

out for jobs that you’re interested in, and think about finding a fun summer activity that might

help you learn more about them.•Have FunEverybody needs to find a balance between work

and play. People who never study are headed for trouble, but people who study too much

sometimes have trouble relaxing. If you find yourself worrying about school—or college—take a

break and relax. You may actually do better in school if you don’t let yourself get too stressed

out.“I wish I had tried harder on freshman and sophomore year academics. I was immature and

regret the decisions I made.”—WITTENBERG UNIVERSITY STUDENTParentsWHAT TO DO



WITH AN UNDERACHIEVERThere is no playbook for dealing with a student who is

underachieving. The fundamental issue is always whether the student lacks motivation or

whether something in the learning environment or the material itself is causing a problem.•If

you suspect real learning issues, now would be a good time to have your son or daughter

tested. Sometimes a general mental health problem is the culprit or issues with teacher(s) or

peers.•When the issue is motivation, some parents opt for an early visit to the guidance or

college counselor in an effort to have someone else tell the student that yes, grades do

matter.•Another idea is to schedule an early college visit. A peek at college life may help

motivate your son or daughter.•Step two is to attend an admission information session, where

the unspoken bottom line will be “work hard or you’ve got no chance.”•When all else fails, keep

your head. Even if the light bulb doesn’t go on until graduate school, it won’t be the end of your

student’s world—or yours.“I wish I had spent more time finding out what I am passionate about.

Being interested in everything left me picking schools by reputation or brand and hoping to find

my major.”—PENN STATE STUDENTStudentsYOUR HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUMEven

outstanding students generally do not take the most academically rigorous courses in every

subject, but they do so in most. In the list below, “Best Possible” assumes the most advanced

courses available in each subject.SUBJECTBEST POSSIBLEMINIMUM

ACCEPTABLEEnglishFour YearsFour YearsSocial StudiesFour YearsThree YearsMathThrough

Calculus AB or BCThrough Algebra IIScienceFour Years Including Biology, Chemistry, and

PhysicsThree Years Including BiologyForeign LanguageFour YearsTwo YearsArtsFour

YearsTwo Years
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Parker Fairfield, “Unique information compared to all of the others1. We bought these for my

elder son ... the college consultant said that they are superior to all of the others - especially

US News' version.The FISKE GUIDES are actually FANTASTIC _ and have info that isn't found

in any of the others.We highly recommend them - and will be getting them for my younger two
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kids when it's their turn!”

Natasha, “Great Tool for High Schoolers and Parents!. I use this book with the youth I work

with. Very useful information for parents, advisors, etc.”

Renita, “Get This Before Your Kid Gets to 9th Grade. I purchased these books to help with a

college advocate program, but I think it's most helpful before high school and in 9th grade.I will

keep this in my reference library. It's helpful for me with my middle schooler. I would certainly

recommendit, especially  for the price.”

KTurner, “Great Help. A great basic book to help you figure out what you need to do each year

to help your child get ready for college... beginning with 9th grade. There are sections for the

child to read, otherwise you could leave it laying out for them to read. Very good to help relieve

you of stress and worry.”

Christine Smith, “countdown to college. this book seems to be very helpful in planning high

school years. time will tell if my teen can stay on task.”

Lydia Swan, “great for every year of high school. I gave this to one of my favorite high school

sophomores, because it doesn't require you to wait until junior year to start planning for

college.  She finds it very helpful, and an easy read.”

Amharic, “It is helpful. I am not going to say this is the end all be all book but it will get you

going on the right track for sure. I just think it should really be read a few years before high

school so that parents and students have time to prepare.”

The book by Edward B Fiske has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 59 people have provided feedback.
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